Services

Specialized in the development of tailor-made software, we also offer you consultancy and administration related to information technologies. The experience and academic education of our team members enable us to provide solutions to highly complex problems in both technical and mathematical fields. Our partnerships allow us to cover fields beyond our specializations, such as consultancy related to information technologies and regulation, electrical installations, hosting of web sites and supplies of equipment, software and licenses.

Development

We develop tailor-made software which corresponds to your specifications, integrates into your routine and meets your needs, without covering only the bare essentials. Any development can of course be extended by continuous development, regular or on-demand follow-up as well as emergency interventions.

We develop all kinds of database applications (accounting, management and imaging) based on 4th Dimension, Microsoft Access or Microsoft SQL Server. For workstations running under Microsoft Windows, we develop user interfaces to databases with 4th Dimension, Microsoft Access or Microsoft Visual Studio; for workstations running under Mac OS X, we develop user interfaces with 4th Dimension. We develop browser based user interfaces (Internet Explorer, Firefox and Safari) with standard web technologies (HTML, XML and Ajax) and application pools based on Microsoft Internet Server Information Server with Active Server Pages.

In addition to database applications, we also develop any kind of application for workstations and servers running under Microsoft Windows, either of big size and complexity such as visualization of multidimensional data, or of small size such as gadgets for web pages. We also develop internet and intranet sites, with or without active content.

Consulting

We help you find and implement solutions for software and equipment among the enormous offer that exists nowadays. We analyze requirements and optimization possibilities of your existing IT infrastructure in order to guide you towards a more reliable, stable and efficient IT infrastructure. We plan and orchestrate this implementation in transparency and accompany you even beyond end of works.

Our partnerships allow us to verify the validity of your databases according to Luxembourg regulations as well as verifying the respect of intellectual property of your applications or your internet and intranet sites.

Administration

In order to allow you to see all your IT services gathered under one roof and one responsibility, we also offer administration of your IT infrastructure. This service includes operation and maintenance of your servers and workstations running under Microsoft Windows as well as installation and migration of Windows domains. This service also includes safety and security of your IT infrastructure, which we increase by means of firewalls, anti-virus solutions as well as backups and updates.
4D Services

Short introduction to 4th Dimension (4D)

4D is a relational database management system for both workstations and client-server solutions under Mac OS and Windows. 4D in addition is an integrated development environment providing for extensions such as spreadsheets, word processors, web servers, ftp clients and many more.

4D complies with established industry standards such as SQL, SOAP, XML, Web.

More information is available on the editor’s web sites www.4d.com and www.4d.fr.

4D at 4Partners

4Partners offers a wide range of services related to 4D:

- system analysis with respect to implementations of 4D solutions;
- design and development of 4D software according detailed specifications;
- maintenance of existing applications;
- ongoing development and operational support;
- 4D expertise and assistance (consultancy and training);

4Partners also is an authorized 4D products reseller.

4Partners is ”4D Solutions Partner”

4Partners is member of the official “4D Solutions Partner” program, enabling 4Partners to provide high quality services to their clients by means of privileged access to technical information directly from the 4D software editor.

Criteria to choose 4D

4D is one of the few solutions available supporting both Mac OS and Windows.

Within Windows environments, 4D is an alternative to Microsoft SQL, Oracle, MySQL etc.

Allowing for a large number of simultaneous connections (average SQL queries), 4D is appropriated for small and medium size companies as well as for corporate enterprise departments.

4Partners’ 4D quality commitment

4Partners achieve a high standard of its 4D services by:

- quality oriented approach for software development cycle (including versioning, coding methodology, testing and installation procedures)
- evaluation with customers of their service requests in order to best meet their needs
- transparency with respect to copyright ownership, licensing and invoicing.

Contact: email 4d@4partners.lu
Contact

Address:
4Partners s. à r. l.
1 rue Jean-Pierre Brasseur
L-1258 Luxembourg

info@4partners.lu

Tel: +352 26259320
Fax: +352 26259321

Office hours:
Monday to Friday,
09:00 until 12:00 and
14:00 until 17:00
Disclaimer

Clause of non-responsibility

4Partners may not be held responsible for direct or indirect damage which could result from the access or the use of its web site. 4Partners declines all liability in relation to the use made of the information published on its web site.

Intellectual property

Any reproduction, even partial, of the contents of the web site of 4Partners is authorized for private or educational use only under the condition that the origin 4Partners is mentioned explicitly.

Hyperlinks

No link towards the site of 4Partners can be established on any other site without prior written agreement.